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Mock Test 

Total Marks (60) 

1. Reading (30 marks) 

A: Vocabulary (14 Marks) 

 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4x2=8 marks) 

 

1-…………………… is a very common sport that you can see in the Olympics. 

a) Obesity   b) Trap  c) Sight   d) Sprinting  

 

2- Bacterial …………………… can spread so fast among children. 

     a) justice             b) height  c) resistance   d) infection  

 

3-The winter in the desert is usually …………………… and very cold. 

a) harsh   b) impressive  c) flexible   d) capable   

 

4-You need to see a/an ……………. doctor to help you with this health problem. 

a) compelled  b) stingy  c) specialised                  d) astonished 

 

B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list: (4x1½=6 marks) 

(casual – quit – improve – house – strict) 

 

5- Many people quit their jobs in some fields because they are stressful. 

6- Banks usually have strict security systems to protect the clients’ money. 

7- My brother likes wearing casual clothes as they are more comfortable. 

8- Mona needs to take a course to improve her English. 
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B: Reading Comprehension (16 marks) 

Read the following text carefully, then answer the questions below: 

 

            Some neighbourhoods have garage sales, but in our neighbourhood, we have a stuff 

swap. On the first Saturday in August, everyone brings all the stuff they don’t want any 

more to the little park that is right in the middle of the neighbourhood. All neighbours use 

portable plastic tables to showcase what they want to swap with others. It has to be good 

stuff that other people might want – not just broken stuff or garbage. People bring clothes, 

toys, games, dishes, and all kinds of other stuff. Then we all go shopping. No one has to 

pay for anything. Last year, I brought some books and games that I was too old for, and 

some clothes that I had outgrown.  

           I got some other books, a baseball mitt, and a big box of LEGOs. My mother got 

new baking pans, decorated towels and colorful paper holders. She also bought a remote-

control holder for dad because he always loses the remote while watching a football 

match. My brother found some sports-related wall hangings for his bedroom. At the end of 

the day, we all help to put everything that is left into boxes and bags to donate to charity. 

In my opinion, this is way better than the garage sale because all neighbours get to connect 

with each other selflessly especially when they don’t have enough money to buy new 

things they need.  

 

A-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (6x2=12 marks) 

 

9- What is the best title for this passage? 

a- Stuff Swap               b- Garage Sale        c- Outgrowing Things        d- Shopping Time 

 

10- The underlined word "donate" in the 2nd paragraph means: 

a- sell                              b- take               c- give                                    d- remove 

 

11- The underlined word "They" in the 1st line refers to: 

a- everyone                     b- tables             c- neighbours                        d- sales  
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12- When does the stuff swap happen? 

a- First Saturday in August.              b- First Monday in August. 

c- Third Tuesday in August.                d- Second Friday in August. 

 

13- At the end of the stuff swaps day people: 

a-  take their stuff back. 

b-  put what is left into boxes for the needy. 

c- pay to swap their items with others. 

   d- go shopping for more stuff. 

 

14- The writer’s purpose for writing this passage is to: 

a- Explain how garage sales are made.  

b- Show the benefits of stuff swap. 

c- Tell us that neighbours like garage sales more.  

d- Inform us that paying in stuff swaps is a must. 

 

 

B- Answer the following questions (2x2= 4 marks): 

 

15- What can you get in stuff swaps? 

 

Clothes, toys, games, dishes, and all kinds of other stuff. 

 

16- Why did the writer’s mother get a remote control holder for his dad? 

Because he always loses the remote control. 
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II. Writing (30 marks) 

A: Grammar 14 marks) 

 

A-Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d (4x2=8 marks): 

 
17- ........................ physical activities is really important for health. 
a) Do   b) Doing   c) Does  d) Did 
 

18- I am ……………. tired to climb the steps.  
 

a) too   b) not    c) to   d) nor 
 

19- It is known that winter is ………………. Season of the year. 

a) cold   b) colder   c) the coldest  d) coldest 
 

 
20- She……………………… herself for the big speech now. 

a) is preparing  b) was preparing  c) prepares  d) prepared 

 

 
B- Do as shown between brackets (3x2= 6 marks) 

21-His computer is new. My computer is new.                             (Join with ‘as…as’) 

His computer is as new as my computer. 

 

22-The teacher corrected the mistakes.                      (Change into passive) 

The mistakes were corrected by the teacher. 

 

23- Yes, I have died in the sea before.      (Ask a question) 

Have you ever dived in the sea before? 
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                                                       B: Writing (16 marks) 

"Travelling into space is a dream of all people of different ages."  

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about “life in space” 

explaining the way astronauts live in space and why it is like camping. 

*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

The plan (2 marks) 
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The topic (14 marks) 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

* 2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format. 

*Off point planning/topics receive zero 

Rubrics Mark   Mark Total Mark 

Planning (graphic organizers / mind mapping / outline)      2   

 

 

 

 

          16 

Exposition of ideas and coherence      7  

Paragraphing and number of sentences      2  

spelling      2  

Grammar      1  

Handwriting      1  

Punctuation       1  
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